
Use this template to complete your poem. You can include more information if you want to, but you 

must have at least all the information that is listed below.  

YOU MUST REWRITE THIS POEM and ILLUSTRATE IT ON WHITE PAPER. YOU MAY NOT JUST FILL IN THE 

BLANKS AND TURN IN THIS PIECE OF PAPER! 

 

Book Title ________________________________________________________ 

Line 1: I am __________________ (name of the character) 

Line 2: I am __________________ (four words that describe the character) 

Line 3: Who loves ____________________ & ____________________ (two things or people the 

character loves or activities the character loves to do) 

Line 4: Who hates ___________________ & ____________________  (two things or people the 

character hates or activities the character hates to do) 

Line 5: Who feels________________ about/for _________________ (something the character 

feels strongly about) 

Line 6: Who fears ____________________ (something the character is afraid of) 

Line 7: Who'd like to see __________________ (something the character would like to see) 

Line 8: Who dreams of ____________________ (something the character dreams about) 

Line 9: Who ends up ____________________ (what happens to the character at the end of 

book) 

Line 10: I am ____________________ (name of the character) 

See my example on the back if you’re stuck. 

 

 

 



Book Title Harry Potter Series 

Line 1: I am Harry Potter (name of the character) 

Line 2: I am heroic, humble, brave and selfless (four words that describe the character) 

Line 3: Who loves my invisibility cloak & my Firebolt (two things or people the character loves or 

activities the character loves to do) 

Line 4: Who hates Voldemort  &  Potions class, especially the professor (two things or people the 

character hates or activities the character hates to do) 

Line 5: Who feels respect about/for Professor Dumbledore (something the character feels strongly 

about) 

Line 6: Who fears letting my friends down  (something the character is afraid of) 

Line 7: Who'd like to see respect and tolerance for all muggles and wizards (something the character 

would like to see) 

Line 8: Who dreams of winning the final qudditch match (something the character dreams about) 

Line 9: Who ends up defeating Lord Voldemort (what happens to the character at the end of book) 

Line 10: I am Harry Potter (name of the character) 

 

…..and then of course, I’d copy it on pretty paper and make my 

illustrations colorful and gorgeous. 


